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"May our remembrance rise and be seen."

To a Good Year!
L'Shana Tovah!

NEW CITY JEWISH CENTER
New City, New York
A Message from New City Jewish Center

The High Holidays season, perhaps more than any other time of the year, is a time of recollection, reflection and renewal. While reading this Book of Remembrance, those feelings can be especially prominent as we recall all those who have departed to their eternal resting place. Even so, they continue to inspire us, encourage us and still feel their love.

This book of readings has been prepared to help you feel closer to your loved ones. As you know, when one says the Yizkor prayer in remembrance of a loved one, we express the following: “In loving testimony to their lives, I pledge charity to help perpetuate ideals important to them. Through such deeds and through prayer and memory, are their souls bound up in the bonds of life.”

If you have any interest in exploring special arrangements for making a gift and/or establishing an endowment on behalf of the New City Jewish Center in memory of a loved one or loved ones to help foster and maintain their Jewish values and beliefs, we would like to hear from you, regardless of the magnitude. Please call the NCJC Office to arrange a meeting without obligation. May this Book of Remembrance be a source of comfort and solace to you and your family. And may the New Year be one of health, happiness and prosperity. May we all be inscribed in the Book of Life.

New City Jewish Center
Prelude to Yizkor

I know not when I go or where

From this familiar scene;

But God is here and God is there,

And all the way between;

And when I leave this life I know,

For that dim vast unknown,

Though late I stay, or soon I go,

I shall not go alone.

- Author unknown
There are stars whose light reaches the earth only after they themselves have disintegrated. And there are individuals whose memory lights the world after they have passed from it. These lights shine in the darkest night and illumine for us the path...

- Hannah Senesh

Let us praise Adonai in this time of remembrance,
For the lives we have shared, for the memories we cherish.

Let us praise God even in times of sorrow,
As we remember God's many kindnesses to us.

God's love accompanies us throughout life's journey,
So that even in death we are not forsaken.

Mercifully, God redeems us from the grave,
Calling our souls to life everlasting.

As parents have compassion upon their children,
So Adonai has compassion upon those who revere God.

For God knows how frail and fragile we are,
how vulnerable we are to disease and death.

As blades of grass and flowers in the field
Tarry only briefly before they wither away,

So do the days of our lives pass swiftly by;
They are too quickly gone, never to return.

But Adonai's steadfast love endures forever;
Those who trust in God need not feel forsaken.

They know their Healer will bind up their wounds,
And will wipe away the tears from their faces.

This faith we bequeath to our children's children,
A precious legacy for all generations.

(Suggested by Psalms 103 and Isaiah 25)
YIZKOR

Yizkor is recited beginning on the first holiday after the death; there is no requirement to wait a year. Some congregants leave the synagogue during Yizkor if their parents are living. This is also not a requirement in Jewish practice. In synagogues where the congregants remain throughout, Kaddish may be recited for friends or relatives who have died, or in memory of Jewish martyrs. “Yizkor” is the first word of the Memorial Prayer (Hazkarat Neshamot). One prayer may be said for all one’s deceased, naming each person in the blank spaces indicated, or an individual prayer may be recited for each one. El Malei Rachamim, Kaddish, and other prayers may also be recited. Yizkor is an opportunity for making contributions in the name of the deceased to perpetuate their memories and to promote the values they held.

YIZKOR PLAQUES

When a family member dies, it is traditional to remember the anniversary of the death by reciting Kaddish, lighting a yahrzeit candle and giving tzedakah. Some families choose to dedicate a plaque on a yahrzeit tablet in the synagogue, which is illuminated on the yahrzeit date and whenever Yizkor is recited.

We urge you to take a moment during the break in services to walk to your plaque, sit a moment and reflect on your memories. We hope it will give you a warm and loving feeling to see the lights brightly illuminated around all the walls.
YAHRZEIT (MEMORIAL) CANDLES

A yahrzeit candle is a special memorial candle traditionally lit for deceased relations for whom one recites Mourners’ Kaddish: parents, spouse, siblings, and children. The connection between flames and souls derives from the Book of Proverbs (20:27): “The soul of man is the light of God.” Just as a flame is never still, the soul also continuously strives to reach up to God. Thus, the flickering flame of the Yahrzeit candle helps to remind us of the departed soul of our loved one. Lighting a yahrzeit candle is a Jewish custom (minhag). While it is not required by Jewish law (halachah), the custom of lighting yahrzeit candles has become deeply ingrained in Jewish life. A yahrzeit candle may be lit: 1) during Shiva, 2) at sundown on the yahrzeit, and 3) at sundown preceding the start of Yom Kippur, the last day of Sukkot, Passover and Shavuot when the Yizkor Service is recited in the synagogue. Special candles that burn for 24 hours are used. Only one Yahrzeit candle needs to be lit per household. Some people use an electric bulb instead of a candle today for safety reasons. Though there is no specific blessing (beracha) that must be recited while lighting a memorial candle, some people stop for a few moments to remember the deceased.

KINDLING THE YAHRZEIT LIGHT

O merciful God, I turn to You in prayer on the yahrzeit of the death of my dear ____. Be with me as I stand in remembrance and in loving recollection. As I light this candle in his/her memory, I put my trust in You. May his/her soul be bound up in the bond of life, in peace. I now recall words from the Book of Proverbs: “The soul of man is the light of the Lord.” The memory of the righteous is a blessing. May my life continue to embrace the life and deeds, the words and thoughts of _____ who has gone to his/her eternal home. May he/she rest in peace. Amen.
In Memory Of Those Who Have Passed Away During 2019 - 2020

We record with profound sorrow the passing of these beloved members of our synagogue family during the past year.

May we all be charitable in deed and in thought, in memory of those we love who walk the earth no longer.

May we live unselfishly, in truth and love and peace, so that we will be remembered as a blessing, as we this day lovingly remember those whose lives endure as a blessing.
In Memory Of Those Who Have Passed Away During 2019 - 2020 / 5780

Jerry Staub
Husband of Sandra Staub, Father of Neil (Nancy) Staub, and Rayna (Michael) Welch, and Grandfather to Jack, Emily and Nicole

Irving Rieser
Father of Pamela (Robert) Rediker, Meryl Dror, and Beth (Eric) Sidel, Grandfather of Marissa and Rebecca Dror, Michael, Willi and Jenna Redicker and Julia and Tia Sidel and Great Grandfather of Marleyna Dror

Adrienne Berkin
Sister of Jerry (Marla) Zimmerman, Mother of Glenn & David (z’l) Berkin and Beth Stein

Ruth Storch
Wife of Bernard Storch, Mother of Gita Helen Morris and Larry Gerald Storch, Grandmother of Rebecca Storch, Josh Storch and Robert (Lya) Morris, and Aunt to Daniel (Linda) Lehrfeld and Rita (Ira) Reiss
Howard Ackerman
Son of Marcel and Geraldine, Brother of Debra (Arthur) Yankowitz and Marc and David Ackerman,
Uncle of Joshua, Samuel, Lee and Max

Richard Weisman
Husband of Janice Weisman (z’l), Father of Neal (Sue), David (Melissa), Gayle (Andy), Grandfather of Ross, Jill, Sam, Hannah, Rachael and Sophia

Esther Bluzer
Mother of Michael (Sabrina) Bluzer,
Grandmother of Aaron and Kaela

Ira Miller
Father of James (Jennifer) Miller,
Grandfather of Alexis and Sydney

Hinda Block
Mother of Deborah (Alan) Kessler,
Grandmother of Jillian Brond and Ariel Kessler

Roslyn Ellenbogen
Wife of Leon Ellenbogen, Father of Kenneth (Phyllis), Richard (Sandy), Cheryl, Grandmother of Rachel, Paul, Zach, Michael, Amy (Steve), Bethany, Dyandree, and Richard, Great Grandmother of Ben
Ruth Wissner
Mother of Susan (Arthur) Goldstein, Grandmother of Allison (Scott) Mendelson, Jeffrey (Nicole) Goldstein, Great Grandmother of Paige, Casey and Lyla

Gabriel Weingarten
Husband of Edi (z’l), Father of Dr. Jacki Weingarten Arams (Ron), Randi Weingarten (Sharon), Grandfather of Ryan, Alex and Emily

Mark Kovnat
Husband of Leah, Father of Anat (Evan), Daniel (Alexandra), Grandfather of Elan, Ari, Adina, Zachary and Naomi

Joel Samson
Husband of Lilirachel, Father of Stephanie, Ari (Heather), Grandfather of Eliana, Jacob, Brother of Burton Samson

Louise Linkoff
Wife of Irving (z’l), Mother of Robert (Laura), Rhonda (Rafi) Tryster, Grandmother of Dora (Mark), Alex, Shmuel (Shuli), Chavatzelet (Aviv), Benjamin, Shlomi, Great Grandmother of Yitzhak, Eitan and Avigail

Alan Hecht
Husband of Sheri, Father of Michele (Andy) Targovnik, Robert (Elisa) Hecht, Gayle (Bruce) Lander, Grandfather of Amanda, Casey, Jenna, Brian, Jessica, Carly, and Rachel
Dr. George Menken
Husband of Audree (z’l), Father of Dr. Faith Menken, Irwin (Kim Guest), Brother of Naomi (Fred) Weiss, Roberta Berken, Grandfather of Palmer

Nathan Bornstein
Husband of Ethel, Father of Robert Bornstein and Holly (Marc) Lichtenfeld, Grandfather of Julian, Kira, Eliza and Danny, proud Great Grandfather of 3

Neil Luria
Husband of Susan, Son-in-Law of David Luria, Father of Bradley (Andrea), Sherri Zysman (Harris) Goldner, Grandfather of Seryn, Hanya and Perry

Murray Jacobson
Husband of Rosalind, Father of Eve (Chanan) Kessler, Marian Yael (Stuart) Selip, Janice (David) Ramos, Richard (Elise) Jacobson, Brother of Jonah (Barbara) Jacobson, Grandfather of Penina Yaffa, Yusef, Bren, Emily, Sarah and Ben

Connie Spector
Wife of Aaron Spector (z’l), Mother of Marty (Barbara), Randy (Stacey), Donald (Janice), Carl (Susan), and Etta Spector, Grandmother of 12 and Great Grandmother of 2
Bettye Neuwelt
Wife of Howard Rubin (z’l), Mother of Mona (z’l) (Barry) Weiss, Bonnie (Michael) Wofsy, Ron Wofsy, Richard (Jill) Wofsy, Grandmother of Michael (Rebecca) Weiss, Andrew (Lisa) Weiss, David Weiss and Great Grandmother of Nathan, Lexi, Marshall and Ramona Weiss

Ruth Shapiro
Mother of Carol (Myles) Schiller, Deborah (Patrick) Gordon, Ellen (Barry) Brown, Robert (Julie), and Elizabeth, Grandmother to Zachary, Abby, Gabriel, Benjamin, Jesse, Elysse, Ethan, Jenny, Max, Daniel, Rachel and Jacob, Great Grandmother to 8

William Margolies
Husband of Stella, Father of Ross (Patti), Lorraine (Alan) Rosenberg, Marc (Deborah), Lenny (Debra), Grandfather of Jessica, Robert, Sarah, Leandra, Katherine, Stephanie, Charles and John
Shirley Schwartz
Mother of Michael (Kitty) Beaudry, Jodi Katz, Deborah Schwartz, Rachel Clarkin, Joshua (Leora) Schwartz, Shari Divone, Reuben (z’l) Schwartz, Grandmother of Daniel, Talia, Ben, Amanda, Noa, Nadav, Jake, Great Grandmother of Lillian, Oliver and Emmeline

Marlie Zucker
Wife of Seymour, Sister of Irwin (Janet) Moskowitz, Mother of Beth Malowitz, Mitchell (Shira), Grandmother of Jaron, Jesse, Dovi, Alissa, Ellie, Hannah, Ephraim and Leeba

Barbara Weinberger
Wife of Sam B. Weinberger (z’l) for 77 years, Mother of Stuart (Andrea), Jeff (Judy), Rhonda, Grandmother of Rachel, Ari, Elan, Sari, Rebecca, Sydnie, Justin, Great Grandmother of Bella and Shaina

Harriet Dermer
Wife of Leonard Dermer (z’l), Mother of Steven Dermer, Denise (Michael) Fleisher and Susan (Hal) Goldman, Grandmother of Corey, Stefanie, Rachel, Ross, Alyssa, Wes, Taylor and Brandi, Great Grandmother of Matthew, Eli, Zachary and Ryan
Marcia Waitzman
A founding member of NCJC, Past President of Sisterhood and Wife of its first President, Harry Waitzman (z’l), Mother of Dovid Waitzman, Laura Sacks, Grandmother of Jason, Shira, Rachel, Moshe, Levi, Miriam, Brocha, Great Grandmother of Joshua and Jessica

David Londin
Husband of Karen, Brother of Betty Renaudo, Father of Bradley (Liz), Howard (Jessica), Jeffrey (Stephanie), and Nancy, Grandfather of Eva, Marley, Tess

Stanley Teich
Husband of Hortencia and Sandra (z’l), Father of Carol (Marc) Teich Ackerman, David, Amanda, Stepfather of Amber Petrus and Dr. Hans (Ashley) Knopp, Grandfather of Fiona, Amy, Bobby, Sophia, Sarah, Molly and Eli

Richard Margalefsky
Husband of Judy, Brother of Barbara (z’l), Father of Jason, Loren (Jason) Medeiros, Jill (z’l), Grandfather of Alexis
Judith Bell
Holocaust Survivor and Beloved Mother of Brenda (Rick)
Weisman, Grandmother of Amy (Michael) Edelstein,
Rena (Noah) Allen, Jillian (Josh) Mandell, and Great
Grandmother of Rebecca, Shayna and Livya

Faye Jorgensen
Wife of Victor, Mother of our Executive Director
Jessica (David) Trokel and Andrew Panico,
Sister of Leonard Feldman and Sherri Meyer and
Grandmother of Emma, Jack and Isabella

Joseph Katz
Husband of Gladys, Father of Karen (Steve) Hymowitz,
Donna (Ari) Spitzer, Gavin (Elizabeth) Katz,
Grandfather of Lexi, Nicki, Danielle (z’l), Rudi, Benny,
Rebecca, Alexandra, Stephan, Gabi, Andre

Fredrick Letzter
Husband of Annie, Father of Edward (Marjorie),
Gail (Dan), Jennifer, and Brian (z’l), Grandfather of
Rafi, Eliana, Miriam, AJ and Zachary
Rav Moshe Perlberg
Husband of Chanie, Brother of Pam Greenspan (Fred) and Bracha Zaret (Moshe Dovid). He leaves behind 8 Children and their Spouses, 22 Grandchildren, and 21 Nieces and Nephews

Leonard Chaietz
Husband of Mary, Father of Samantha (Ricardo), April (Robert), Patti (Peter), Cousin and Friend Robert Kennedy, Grandfather of Elijah, Sophia, Alana, Scott, Matthew & Jonathan, Great Grandfather to Layla & Andrew

Janice Weisman
Wife of Richard (Ricky) (z’l), Mother of Neal (Sue), David (Melissa), Gayle (Andy), Grandmother of Ross, Jill, Sam, Hannah, Rachael and Sophia

Louis Eisenberg
Loving Husband of 71 years to Dorothy, Father of Rochelle (Norman) Welsh, Heidi (Erwin Hinterreger) Eisenberg, Ivy (David Bixby) Eisenberg, Isadore (Chary) Eisenberg, Carol (Jason) Sonatore, Grandfather of Barbara, Natalia (Richie), Blake, Abdiel, Max, Cole, Simon, Conner, Zachary and Great Grandfather of Anthony
Seymour Ticotin
Father of Mark (Andrea), Grandfather of Alissa (David),
Sari (Andrew), Grandfather of Samuel, Mila,
Jesse and Joey

Steven Dermer
Brother of Denise (Michael) Fleisher, Susan (Hal)
Goldman, Uncle to Corey, Stefanie, Rachel, Ross,
Alyssa, Wes, Taylor and Brandi, Great Uncle of
Matthew, Eli, Zachary and Ryan

Richard Balogh
A man of great principal, he was tough and sometimes
ornery. Richard was totally devoted to his late wife
Janet (z’l), who passed away 13 years ago, but continued
to talk to her every day until his passing. They were both
devastated by the loss of their son Howard (z’l), who
passed away at age 28, after a long battle with leukemia,
later creating a scholarship at NCJC and Clarkstown
North High School in his name. A teacher and coach,
he made men out of troubled kids. He served his
community for over 20 years as volunteer fireman
and was chief for some years. He would have been
94 years old next month
Leonard Plotch
Husband of Ellie, Father of Gary (June) and Lisa (Alan),
Grandfather of Adam (Brittany), Mikey, Marc (Lilah) and Samantha and Great Grandfather of Milly

Leatrice Shinder
Wife of Jack (z’l), Mother of Neil (Rachel), Rowen,
Grandmother of Jacob, Marlee and Adam

Peter Polakoff
Husband of Regina (z’l), Father of Lenny (Melissa),
Grandfather of Ava and Cooper

William (Bill) Weltman
Father of long time ECC Teacher Jill (Randy) Shreck, and former ECC Director Debbie (Don) Wannamaker

Edith Nyss
Mother of Linda (Steve) Shell, Estelle (Joel) Mott,
Grandmother of Illya, Jeremey (Jessica), Shane (Amy), Chad, Great Grandmother of Devin, Justin,
Jackson and Olivia

Jean Epstein
Sister of Irving Friedman
Zelda Heller
Mother of Susan (Doug) Negrin, Staci (Jared) Gelb,
Richard Heller (z’l), Grandmother of Farah, Stefanie,
Mathew (Ashley), Lewis, Samantha and Brandon

Stacey Dentz
Daughter of Roberta and Stanley Ast, Wife of Eric,
Sister of Allison (Hal) Mintz, Aunt of Abby and Sam

Arthur Ward Levine
Brother of Dr. Norman (Nora) Levine,
Uncle of Adam and Evan

Paul Weiss
Father of Elissa (Thomas) Nycz,
Grandfather of Melinda and Abigail
For what it sows shall prosper: The vine shall produce its fruit, the ground shall produce its yield, and the skies shall provide their moisture. (Zechariah 8:12)

For our husband, father and grandfather, Rabbi Henry Adler Sosland, a זְרֵעַ בְּשֵׁלָם, a seed of peace.

יִהְיֶה זְכָר בָּרוּךְ

May his memory be for a blessing.
Leonard Morton Chaifetz

1927 - 2020

Beloved Husband
and Father
In Memory of
Neil Luria

You are missed
more than words
can express

Susan, Brad, Andrea,
Seryn, Hanya,
Sherri, Harris & Perry
In loving memory of
Beth Slavet Grossman –
Our Beautiful Beth

Forever and ever
in our hearts
We miss you so much!

Sharon & Jeffrey Slavet
and Family
In Loving Memory of

Gertrude and Nathan Feldman
Our beloved Grandparents,
Great Grandparents

Jessica & David Trokel & Family

In Loving Memory Of

Beloved Mother, Grandmother
Faye Jorgensen

Jessica & David Trokel & Family

In Memory Of

Albert & Sally Sassoon
My Father & my Mother

Lois & Abe Sassoon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Memory of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samuel &amp; Sophie Plavin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>My Father &amp; my Mother</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lois &amp; Abe Sassoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Loving Memory Of Our Husband, Father &amp; Grandfather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Howard Meiner</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Always in our hearts &amp; thoughts</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Meiner &amp; Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Loving Memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Victoria Bush</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>My beloved sister who is dearly missed</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Meiner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Memory Of

Shirley Cameron
*Beloved Mom & Bubbe*

Hani & Kenny Sandler,
Cantor Jacob Sandler

In Loving Memory Of

Sandy Cameron
*Beloved Dad & Pops*

Hani & Kenny Sandler,
Cantor Jacob Sandler

In Memory Of

Joel Irving Samson
*You are in our hearts forever*

The Samson Family
In Loving Memory Of

Leona and Jack Levy

Rhonda, Bruce, Bryan, Lara, Gregory, Stacey, Garett, Emily, Hannah & Davin

In Memory Of

Henry Toder
*Devoted Husband, Father & Zaide*

Minna Toder
*Survivor, Devoted Wife, Mother & Bubbie*

Bonnie & Jordan Toder

In memory of all victims of terrorism

and all military personnel who gave

t heir lives fighting to make the world

more safe and secure
SYLVIA MAGDOFF, JERRY MAGDOFF,
JOSEPH AARONSON, LENA AARONSON,
JEROME AARONSON, REBECCA KESTENBAUM,
BENJAMIN KESTENBAUM, ROSE MAGDOFF,
WILLIAM MAGDOFF, REBECCA SOBEL,
NATHAN SOBEL
Remembered by: Roberta & Mark Aaronson & Family

ANDREW J. ALTER
Remembered by: A Friend

EVELYN ALPER, IRVING ALPER,
BEATRICE WEITZ, MARTIN WEITZ,
YETTA SACTOR, LOUIS SACTOR,
YETTA WEITZ, HARRY WEITZ,
TILLIE GREENBERGER, ANDREW GREENBERGER,
BLUMA ALPER, SIMON ALPER
Remembered by: Alyse & Andy Alper

TEMIE NUSSBAUM, CHARLES NUSSBAUM
Remembered by: Harriet Alpert

HELAINE BAKER, RITA BETHEIL
ALBERT BETHEIL
Remembered by: Linda & Harry Baker

27
OTILIE BING, JUSTIN BING
MAX BERKOWITZ, FRIEDA BERKOWITZ
Remembered by : Linda & Ronnie Bing

RICHARD FLEISHER
Remembered by : Cindy Fleisher & Family

MARILYN ESLOFSKY, SEYMOUR ESLOFSKY,
BERNICE FLEISHER, JACK FLEISHER
RICHARD FLEISHER
Remembered by : Vicki & Brent Fleisher

RUTH GOLD, EMANUEL GOLD,
GUSSIE RADOS, MORRIS RADOS
SUZANNE SHAFER, EUGENE WEXLER
Remembered by : Helene & Steve Gold

EMANUEL (MANNY) GOLDBLATT,
ESTHER GOLDBLATT
Remembered by : Eileen Goldblatt

RICKY WEISMAN, JANICE WEISMAN
Remembered by : Gail Goldner, David Weisman
& Neal Weisman
ANDREW GREENBERG, MURIEL SACHWALD, NATHAN SACHWALD, FAY GREENBERG, IRVING GREENBERG
Remembered by: Rochelle & William Greenberg & Family

GERALD GREENSPAN, NORMAN PERLBERG, RABBI MOSHE PERLBERG
Remembered by: Pam & Fred Greenspan

JACOB HALLE, GLORIA JACOBS, HOWARD JACOBS, SALLY HALLE, MORRIS HALLE
Remembered by: Marla & Steven Halle

EDWARD CHUDNOFSKY, ROSALYN CHUDNOFSKY, AARON CHUDNOFSKY, SOPHIE CHUDNOFSKY, KATHE ROTH, ARNOLD ROTH, BERNARD ISRAEL, DOROTHY GILLESPIE ISRAEL, TED BELLOWS, CHARLOTTE BELLOWS, JACK BELLOWS, AARON MEYER
Remembered by: Beth & Gary Israel

MARY ELLEN SHER, DR. ROBERT SHER, ETHEL KITT, MARK KITT, DONALD GOLDBERG
Remembered by: Alyce, Michael, Alana & Nate Kitt
AMY ESTER KOHENAK, DR. ISAK KOHENAK, DR. ESTER KOHENAK, STANLEY KOLTON, ADELE KOLTON

Remembered by: Susan & Jake Kohenak

EDITH SCHENKER, JOSEPH SCHENKER, ROSE LANDES, ALBERT LANDES, HERBERT SCHENKER, LINDA SADIN

Remembered by: Sandra & Arthur Landes

ERIC LEHRFELD, SAMUEL LEHRFELD, MONA LEHRFELD, RACHEL LEHRFELD, MORRIS UNGER, THEODORA UNGER

Remembered by: Linda & Daniel Lehrfeld

FREDRICK LETZTER

Remembered by: Ann Letzter

MILTON COHEN, ANN COHEN, IRVING LITVAK, YETTA LITVAK, BERNARD COHEN, MARTIN LITVAK

Remembered by: Judith & Walter Litvak

AUDREE MENKEN, GEORGE MENKEN

Remembered by: Faith & Irwin Menken
DAVID NEGRIN, BURTON HELLER, ZELDA HELLER, RICHARD IRA HELLER
Remembered by : Sue & Doug Negrin & Family

GERALD GROVER, ELEANOR GROVER, JACOB PINE
Remembered by : Bennett & Rhonda Pine & Family

ABRAHAM RICHMAN, EUGENE RICHMAN, FLORENCE RICHMAN, DAVID GALPERIN, RAYA GALPERIN, ALEX GALPERIN, SYLVIA ROITMAN, STEVEN JOSSELSON RACHEL RICHMAN
Remembered by : The Richman
The Josselson and The Krass Families

DR. ELLIS GRUBER, STEPHEN RIPPS
Remembered by : Stephanie & Jonathan Ripps & Family

SARA BLACK, HY BLACK, ETHELL ROGOW, ABBE ROGOW, ROBERTA KATZ
Remembered by : Joyce & Myron Rogow
STANLEY EISDORFER, SYLVIA EISDORFER, PHILIP ROSSMAN, GOLDIE ROSSMAN
Remembered by: Roni, Marc, Eric, Stephen, Lori, Hannah & Juliet Rossman

MORRIS SCHILLER, EDITH SCHILLER, JACOB SHAPIRO, RUTH SHAPIRO
Remembered by: Carol & Myles Schiller

MARGARET SCOTCH, MAURICE SCOTCH, ROSE SCHREIBER, WILLIAM SCHREIBER
Remembered by: Barbara & Jack Schreiber

REID MICHAEL SCHWARTZ, MAX SOMMERSTEIN, DOROTHY SOMMERSTEIN, PHILIP SCHWARTZ
Remembered by: Caren & Russell Schwartz & Leah, Mark & Joie Frank

SYLVIA GROSSMAN, WALTER GROSSMAN, ROSE SHERMAN, REUBEN SHERMAN
Remembered by: Marsha & Warren Sherman & Family

ROBERT SILBERGLIED, JACK MISHKIN, LEE MISHKIN, DAVID MISHKIN
Remembered by: Marilyn Silberglied
HOWARD SALZMAN, ROSLYN SALZMAN, 
NAT STOPLER, BLANCHIE ROTHSTEIN, 
TILLIE STIEGLITZ 
Remembered by: The Stopler Family

FRIDA GREENSPAN, GEORGE GREENSPAN, 
BESSIE SUKENICK, SOL SUKENICK 
Remembered by: Rita & Mike Sukenick

MEYER TANOWITZ, RUTH TANOWITZ, 
PHILIP KALIKSTEIN, SALLY KALIKSTEIN, 
PAUL KALIKSTEIN 
Remembered by: Esther & Arnold Tanowitz 
& Family

JOSEPH LEFKOWITZ 
Remembered by: Bonnie & Jordan Toder

SYLVIA STEINBERG, HARRY STEINBERG, 
BEN WEINER, RUTH WEINER 
Remembered by: Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Weiner

RHODA ALTMARK, ALFRED ALTMARK, 
SONYA WIENER, SAMUEL WIENER, 
ARNOLD WIENER 
Remembered by: Freya & Howard Wiener
HELEN WELSH, LOUIS EISENBERG
Remembered by : Norman & Rochelle Welsh

DAVID YOMTOV, BRENDA LORBER, LARRY LORBER
Remembered by : Sheryl & Brian Yomtov

BEN ZABUSKY, ANNA ZABUSKY, AARON SLEPOWITZ, BRENDA SLEPOWITZ, BYRON ZABUSKY, HARRIET ZABUSKY, JACK ZABUSKY, MERLE ZABUSKY, SOPHIE PAUL, IRVING PAUL
Remembered by : Gerri & Allen Zabusky
Adonai is my shepherd, I shall not want.

God gives me repose in green meadows,

and guides me over calm waters.

God will revive my spirit and direct me on the right path — for that is God’s way.

Though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no harm, for You are at my side.

Your staff and Your rod comfort me.

You prepare a banquet for me in the presence of my foes;

You anoint my head with oil, my cup overflows.

Surely goodness and kindness shall be my portion all the days of my life,

and I shall dwell in the house of Adonai forever.
YIZKOR DATES
5780-5781  2020-2021

Yom Kippur
   Monday, Sept 28, 2020

Shemini Atzeret
   Saturday, October 10, 2020

Pesach
   Sunday, April 4, 2021

Shavuot
   Tuesday, May 18, 2021